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FOOD GRADE LUBRICANT SUPPLEMENT

H1 FOOD
LUBRICANTS IN
THE INDUSTRY
Andre Adam
H1 Global Food Lubricants Workgroup Chair, ELGI

In general, we can identify four main parties with an interest in the food
producing industry:
1. Food producers
2. Equipment producers
3. Law makers
4. Lubricant producers
All parties involved have a common interest. They want to avoid negative attention
from the general public while doing what they want to do in the food industry.
Food producers have a key interest in avoiding

management in case of serious neglect and the

negative attention. We only have to switch on

penalties are very serious for the company but

the television to realise the amount of Euros

also for the responsible individual. Proper

involved in marketing brand promotion. An

execution of HACCP will avoid such risks. Use of

incident will be very expensive and could lead to

H1 lubricants is part of the execution of the plan.

discontinuing a brand. It is obvious there is, or

H1 lubricants used to have a bad reputation

should be, great interest in the food producing

from their early years. Today’s H1 lubricants

industry to invest to avoid negative incidents

provide improved performance and are capable

such as lubricant contamination. The leading

of meeting industry standards. Similar to

producers are all aware of the need to act

industrial non H1 lubricants, performance levels

responsibly and to have introduced various tools

can vary from different suppliers.

as part of their HACCP program such as GMP

The equipment manufacturers have a

practices, ISO 22000 and of course H1 food safe

key role and a key interest to design the most

lubricants in all areas of risk. Surprisingly there

safe and efficient equipment. The industry

are still food producers who could improve their

organisation EHEDG is a great support in the

measures in avoiding risks to public health.

increase of awareness towards this. The trend of

Having a single pail of H1 lubricant on site for the

new equipment designs often results in higher

health inspector to see is not considered a

output, velocities and temperatures with direct

proper HACCP practice. When an incident

implications for the lubricants used in food

happens, the law makers will prosecute

producing equipment. Often this results in
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smaller oil sumps that lead to higher stress on

European directive is a very strong document that

confusion among customers seeking NSF or InS

the lubricants used. The industry has a major

puts the responsibility on the user of a lubricant

registration rather than H1 registration.

role in educating equipment users on safe

and the consequences for an event with the

Not widely promoted in the market today is

lubrication and support of the HACCP programs

management of the plant. The impression exists

the ISO 21469 standard. Again, here we as an

of the users. Current acceptable levels of

that law makers react strongly to incidents,

industry should clearly communicate what the

contamination are hard to determine (10 ppm

resulting in ad-hoc rules or legislation that are

standard is and what the benefit for the actual

maximum, dependent on the chemistry).

often close to unworkable or lead to expensive

user is when selecting products made against

We need to work with all parties involved to

implementation costs for the industry. It is in the

this hygiene standard. Today very few producers

achieve a work practice that is both safe for the

industries interest to avoid such incidents.

have opted for obtaining the ISO 21469

final user of the foodstuff as well as workable for

The lubricant producers have a major role to

standard for possibly a number of reasons.

the equipment operator. It should fit into any

play. Education of the user of the lubricant is a

Confusion on how to obtain this and fears of

proper HACCP plan without excessive cost or

good starting point. Clear communication to the

high cost could be some of the drivers. The result

time for the equipment operator. Currently, the

market explaining what a H1 lubricant for

is a more confusing message to the market.

H1 food lubricants workgroup formed under

incidental food contact is should be at the top of

ISO 21469 is, in simple terms, an HACCP

the ELGI, European Lubricating Grease Institute,

the list. At the moment, many products are

approach for H1 food lubricant production.

working with UEIL and NLGI has started to

still put in the market as ‘food lubricant’ without

ISO standards can be audited by many bodies

study a possible guideline for the user of the

any reference to H1 or HX1 components

so here again, we should communicate the

lubricant to incorporate into the work practice in

or production standard under HACCP.

standard uniformly with the goal to inform

the HACCP protocols.

These products are misleading due to the

the customer clearly. More programs related

Lawmakers have an interest in avoiding

unprotected name FOOD LUBRICANTS. It would

to the food industry are initiated. One can

negative attention around food incidents.

be recomm endable if the whole industry

wonder if there is great benefit to work on new

Recent years have shown the level of unrest that

would adopt similar practice for the use of H1

programs when the current ones are not yet fully

evolves when bacterial contamination or animal

similar to ISO 9001. With ISO 9001, it is common

integrated into the industry. All these programs

diseases occur that affect humans or animals.

to reflect the result, which is the standard. The

have as a goal to avoid a major incident, but

The public want to know why these happen and

auditing body is of lesser importance.

effectively increase the cost per litre and as such

why nothing was done to prevent it. To reduce

The auditing bodies for H1 lubricants (NSF and

are contradictory in providing the food industry

the risk of avoidable incidents is a key element

InS) however have found a way to promote their

with cost effective lubricants.

in the policy maker’s area of interest. The

institute on every product label. This creates

Another area of concern is the H2 standard.

